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1. With the critically acclaimed TV series Only Murders in the Building, new 
generations have been introduced to comedy legends Steve Martin and Martin 
Short. But which female American singer and actress portrays Mabel, the third 
person in this unlikely trio of "podcast investigators"? 

 

2. The Battle of Chacabuco, fought on February 12 in 1817, was an important 
battle in which South American country’s war of independence? 

 

3. *This is a photo from a 2022 stage production of which famous play?  
4. Which term, from the Greek for scatter across, describes groups of a particular 

ethnic or national origin who find themselves scattered to other places but still 
retain some kind of connection (identity, emotional, or otherwise) with their 
homeland? 

 

5. *In which country can you run into this roadsign?  
6. Which art historian is best known for her landmark feminist polemic Why Have 

There Been No Great Women Artists? 
 

7. The Baal Cycle, the Legend of Keret, and the Tale of Aqhat are the most 
important texts associated with and named after which ancient port city in the 
outskirts of modern Latakia? 

 

8. Which U.S. national park links a 2022 single by Carly Rae Jepsen and the 1987 
U2 album that opens with the track Where the Streets Have No Name? 

 

9. Which name is shared by a type of buttery dough that may be used for breads 
or tarts, or by a knitting technique used to create textured ribbing? 

 

10. The title character of which Rossini opera, based on a Voltaire work, is a 
trousers role originally performed by Adelaide Malanotte-Montrésor? That title 
character is a young nobleman from Syracuse who had been banished on 
suspicion of being a traitor. 

 

11. In which town in the district of St. Johann im Pongau in state of Salzburg in 
Austria is traditionally the last competition in the Four Hills Tournament in ski 
jumping held? 

 

12. Babesiosis, ehrlichiosis, anaplasmosis, and Lyme Disease are all diseases spread 
by what sort of animal vector? 

 

13. *Until late July 2023, what was the name of the company now using the logo 
shown here? 

 

14. The Sri Lankan revivalist Anagarika Dharmapala, who sought to restore the site 
of Bodh Gaya and who spoke at the 1893 World Congress of Religions, is among 
the most prominent figures in the modern history of which religion? 

 

15. Architect Paolo Soleri created which concept for an entirely self-contained 
structure that can house, feed, and maintain large numbers of people? The 
concept was incorporated into the game Sim City 2000, and planned structures 
like China's Dongtan and the UAE's Masdar City may be considered examples. 

 

16. In different Roman sources, this island is called Mona, reflected in its modern 
Welsh name, Ynys Môn. Which island, historically associated with the druids? 

 

17. At co-star Cara Delavingne's urging, which Australian actress (her Suicide 
Squad co-star) prank called England's Prince Harry in 2016? 

 

18. *Who is this? Be sure to pick the “right” one.  
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19. Hot-press, cold-press, and rough press are the three types of paper 
manufactured specifically for painting in which medium? Paper for this 
medium requires some amount of absorbency. 

 

20. Which long-held tradition in association football is believed to have taken place 
for the first time after a match between France and England on May 14, 1931? 

 

21. 1971's Mary Lou's Mass was a collaboration between Mary Lou Williams and 
which choreographer known for his works celebrating the Black American 
experience? 

 

22. Japan's Super-Kamiokande, Antarctica's IceCube, and Ontario's Sudbury are all 
observatories built primarily for the purpose of detecting what? 

 

23. *What is the name of these ancient megaliths found in Siberia and Mongolia? 
The stones are carved with symbols and are named after the animal that is 
depicted on them.  

 

24. In August 2023, which country was suspended from all its activities by the 
African Union, following the military coup against the elected president, 
Mohamed Bazoum? 

 

25. *The chair shown here, designed by Arne Jacobsen, is named for what 
foodstuff? 
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